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A B S T R A C T

Understanding and resolving complex problems is of vital importance in daily life. Problems can
be defined by the limitations they place on the problem solver. Multiply-constrained problems
are traditionally examined with the compound remote associates task (CRAT). Performance on
the CRAT is partially dependent on an individual’s working memory capacity (WMC). These
findings suggest that executive processes are critical for problem solving and that there are re-
liable individual differences in multiply-constrained problem solving abilities. The goals of the
current study are to replicate and further elucidate the relation between WMC and CRAT per-
formance. To achieve these goals, we manipulated preexposure to CRAT solutions and measured
WMC with complex-span tasks. In Experiment 1, we report evidence that preexposure to CRAT
solutions improved problem solving accuracy, WMC was correlated with problem solving ac-
curacy, and that WMC did not moderate the effect of preexposure on problem solving accuracy.
In Experiment 2, we preexposed participants to correct and incorrect solutions. We replicated
Experiment 1 and found that WMC moderates the effect of exposure to CRAT solutions such that
high WMC participants benefit more from preexposure to correct solutions than low WMC (al-
though low WMC participants have preexposure benefits as well). Broadly, these results are
consistent with theories of working memory and problem solving that suggest a mediating role of
attention control processes.

1. Introduction

Individuals encounter many problems throughout the day that they must solve. Many of these problems are straightforward and
easy to solve such as selecting a pair of pants to wear. Other problems, like choosing a lunch venue with a group of friends, can be
more complex and thereby difficult to solve. When trying to generate possible dining venues, individuals may declare what they want
or do not want rather than specifically providing restaurant options. For example, desirable restaurant qualities can be suggested such
as a place that is quick to serve, inexpensive, and has a menu that includes vegan and meat options. With these constraints in mind
individuals in the group search their memories for the best option. This type of problem can be vexing but when a solution comes to
mind it is usually accompanied by elation and happiness (Kounios & Beeman, 2009). This example highlights an important com-
ponent of multiply-constrained problem solving whereby cues delimit the search of semantic memory for target information needed
for successful problem solving (Smith, Huber, & Vul, 2013). In these situations, cue-based constraints aid individuals in using at-
tention control processes to focus their search of semantic memory for target information thereby making problem solving more
manageable. The goals of the current study are to better understand semantic search processes and, more broadly, individual
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differences in multiply-constrained problem solving.
The most commonly used task to examine multiply-constrained problem solving is the compound remote associates task (CRAT).

While the CRAT has traditionally been defined as a convergent thinking task, in the current study we refer to it as multiply-con-
strained problem-solving task to highlight the importance of cue-driven semantic memory search processes for successful problem
solving. Specifically, the remote associate task originally designed by Mednick (1962) as a task to measure creative processes,
requires an individual to search for a target information that is semantically related to three cue words and forms a compound word
or common phrase with each. For example, when shown the cue words “CREAM, SKATE, WATER” participants search for the target
word “ICE”. While many words are semantically associated with each of the cues, “ICE” is the only word that is semantically
associated with all three cues and is considered the accurate solution. CRAT problems can be solved using various strategies including
analytical processing (i.e., generating a solution and testing it against each word) and insight processing (i.e., the solution arriving
from an “a-ha” moment; Bowden & Jung-Beeman, 2003a). Moreover, in order to solve a CRAT problem, one must employ both
divergent (i.e., finding multiple associates of cues) and convergent (i.e., identifying the exact associate/solution for the three cues)
thinking processes (Gilhooly, Ball, & Macchi, 2015). These different strategies for arriving at a solution highlight the potential for
both intra- and inter-individual differences in multiply-constrained problem solving. Specific to analytical processing, there are likely
attention-based processes and memory-search based processes that jointly contribute to individual differences in multiply-con-
strained problem solving.

Indeed, when individuals with high levels of domain-specific knowledge of baseball were given specialized CRAT problems,
interference occurred when an incorrect target (“HOME”) had strong associations with two of the cue words (“PLATE” and
“BROKEN”) but not the third (“SHOT”; Ricks, Turley-Ames, Wiley, 2007; Wiley, 1998) leading to less accurate problem solving. This
interference effect suggests that incorrect solutions may become active and create a fixedness or narrowing of the search space
thereby limiting an individual's ability to access the correct target. Additional evidence suggests that individuals who perform poorly
multiply-constrained problem solving tasks are unable to suppress high-frequency cue-target pairs (Gupta, Jang, Mednick, & Huber,
2012). Avoidance of high frequency responses may also help explain why intoxication (Jarosz, Colflesh, & Wiley, 2012) and sleep
(Cai, Mednick, Harrison, Kanaday, & Mednick, 2009; Sio, Monaghan, & Ormerod, 2013) aid in finding solutions (i.e., through
relaxation of an inappropriately narrowed semantic search). There are several theories describing the processes exploited to arrive at
a possible solution to a multiply constrained problem (Weisberg, 2015), and most of the empirical work has focused on attentional
control processes. Specifically, successfully solving CRAT problems requires optimally balancing time spent on task-related atten-
tional focus while allowing for some task-unrelated mind-wandering (Smallwood & Schooler, 2006; Wiley & Jarosz, 2012). Overall,
these studies suggest that individual differences in attention control processes should predict solution rates for multiply-constrained
problems.

Several studies have shown that individual differences in working memory capacity (WMC) – the ability to use attention- and
memory-based processes to maintain task-relevant goals in the face of task-irrelevant thoughts and distractions – is often found to be
positively related to solution rates for multiply constrained problems (Chuderski & Jastrzebski, 2018; Gilhooly & Fioratou, 2009;
Lavric, Forstmeier, & Rippon, 2000; Ricks, Turley-Ames, & Wiley, 2007). For example, individuals with high verbal WMC have higher
insight and analytical solution rates for CRAT problems (Chein & Weisberg, 2014). WMC is also correlated with intelligence (Conway,
Kane, & Engle, 2003), which itself is a strong predictor of multiply-constrained problem solving (Lee & Therriault, 2013). While
increased WMC is generally associated with better performance on creative tasks in general (see Wiley & Jarosz, 2012 for a review),
there are scenarios where having higher WMC can also hinder problem solving performance on a task like the Luchin's (1942) water
jug task. In this task, the participant must create a target volume of water in an empty jug by pouring water from three additional jugs
with set volumes. When these problems require a more abstract solution strategy high WMC individuals are less likely to solve the
problem (Beilock & DeCaro, 2007; Gaissmaier, Schooler, & Rieskamp, 2006). Furthermore, individuals with compromised WMC from
intoxication or a lack of sleep outperform control participants in this task (Cai et al., 2009; Jarosz et al., 2012; Sio et al., 2013).
However, large scale individual differences research has found WMC predicts over 50% of the variance in insight tasks, including the
CRAT (Chuderski & Jastrzebski, 2018). Therefore, it is important to better understand the underlying mechanisms responsible for
overlapping variance between WMC and CRAT problem solving.

Recent evidence suggests that CRAT performance is dependent on semantic search processes in addition to attention control
processes. In a typical CRAT experiment, participants have the goal of providing a single possible solution to the CRAT problem.
Smith et al. (2013) asked participants in a CRAT to overtly generate all possible solutions and output them prior to deciding on their
final answer. An analysis of these responses and their relative semantic distance to the cues and targets indicated (1) responses tend to
be generated from a single cue rather than from the three cues given and (2) individuals tend to use a local search strategy (i.e.,
possible solutions are based upon previously generated solutions). Additional work by Davelaar (2015) emphasized that in addition
to semantic search processes, optimal strategies for solving CRAT problems include allowing time (e.g., through mind wandering) for
inappropriate responses to decay. This raises the possibility that incorrect cue/solution usage during problem solving could lead to
poorer performance through getting stuck in an incorrect response chain. This possibility is similar to long-term memory research
showing that low WMC participants tend to use ineffective semantic cues to guide their search of memory (Unsworth & Engle, 2007).
Taken together there is a strong evidence that individual differences in semantic memory search and retrieval dynamics play a role in
multiply-constrained problem solving.
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As mentioned earlier, semantic memory search and retrieval dynamics also drive individual differences in WMC. In semantic
fluency tasks, high WMC individuals recall more exemplars over time than low WMC individuals (Rosen & Engle, 1997). Additionally,
Rosen and Engle found that low WMC participants were more likely to resample previously retrieved responses than high WMC
participants. Unsworth, Brewer, and Spillers (2013) extended these findings by showing that when low WMC participants were given
specific retrieval cues (i.e., various sub-categories of animals in an animal fluency task) the differences between low and high WMC
individuals were attenuated. Individual differences in WMC are also predictive of cued and free recall memory task performance
because low WMC participants (1) fail to use effective semantic cues to facilitate their search and (2) experience difficulty resolving
cue overload when using vague or overly general semantic cues (Unsworth, 2009; Unsworth, Spillers, & Brewer, 2012; Watkins &
Watkins, 1976). This view suggests that individuals with low WMC, and thus less efficient attention control processes and semantic
search processes, should have lower solution rates on CRAT problems than individuals with high WMC. Furthermore, Lee &
Therriault (2013) reported that associative fluency (derived from semantic fluency tasks) was a mediator of the relation between
WMC and multiply-constrained problem solving. Whereas this previous work was correlational in nature, in the current study we
aimed to experimentally influence semantic search processes in the CRAT. Incidentally priming CRAT solutions provides a potential
means for improving multiply-constrained problem solving and influencing the relation between working memory.

Previously, CRAT solutions have been primed by asking participants to read a text that is primarily written in italicized text but is
interspersed with non-italicized words that participants were instructed to avoid reading (Kim, Hasher, & Zacks, 2007). The non-
italicized words which should have been ignored in their experiment were solutions to subsequent CRAT problems. Individuals who
were more distracted by the non-italicized words later solved more CRAT problems where these words were the solution. Ad-
ditionally, several experiments have successfully used Deese-Roediger-McDermott false memory materials to generate semantic
activation to CRAT targets and positively influence solution rates on subsequent problems (Howe, Garner, Dewhurst, & Ball, 2010;
Howe, Garner, & Patel, 2013). Others have attempted to incidentally prime CRAT target information by embedding target or target
associated information within a lexical decision task and find a mixed pattern of results (Moss, Kotovsky, & Cagan, 2007, 2011;
Smith, Sifonis, & Angello, 2012). What is seen across the previous literature is the incidental exposure of target information, but what
is unseen is an attempt to preexpose cue – target information, and is explored in the following experiments.

In summary, WMC is positively related to performance on CRAT problems and most published research implies that these in-
dividual differences arise from variability in attention-based processes (Wiley & Jarosz, 2012). However, other multiply-constrained
problem solving models argue that CRAT performance depends on semantic retrieval strategies that include exhaustively retrieving
all cue-target pairs and allowing previously retrieved incorrect targets time to decay via mind-wandering (Davelaar, 2015; Smith
et al., 2013). Furthermore, individual differences studies support this alternative hypothesis (Lee & Therriault, 2013). These theories
suggest that we can attenuate the differences in CRAT solution rates between individuals with low and high WMC if we can equate
their cue dependent semantic search strategies. Of course, the possibility exists that WMC taps multiple cognitive abilities that are all
important for multiply-constrained problem solving in tasks like the CRAT (Unsworth, 2016). Thus, the experiments in the current
study examine whether making the CRAT solution more accessible in semantic memory, using a novel preexposure paradigm, should
facilitate problem solving more for low than for high WMC participants. From a semantic search perspective, performance differences
between low and high WMC individuals should be attenuated due to preexposure of CRAT solutions.

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants and design
Using the effect size (f= .205) from a pilot experiment on preexposing CRAT solutions we determined that ∼200 participants

would be needed to have adequate power (.80) to detect our proposed moderation effect of WMC on preexposed CRAT problem
accuracy (Gpower: Erdfelder, Faul, & Buchner, 1996). Two hundred and three participants were recruited from the Arizona State
University participant pool. Twenty participants were removed from data analysis due to not following instructions. Of the remaining
one hundred and eighty-three participants, all were native English speakers and they received course credit for their participation.
Participants were tested in group laboratory sessions lasting approximately two hours in which they completed three working
memory tasks, a sentence preexposure task, and finally a CRAT.

2.1.2. Materials
2.1.2.1. Compound remote associate test. All sixty of the CRAT problems were selected from 144 problems that Bowden and Jung-
Beeman (2003b) normed (Appendix A). Problems were selected if they had normed solution rates between 20 and 80%, within a 30-
second time limit, to help counter any potential floor/ceiling effects. Additionally, problems were also chosen on the basis that they
did not have shared cues with other problem or a solution that was also a cue for another problem. Participant responses were
evaluated and rescored to account for obvious spelling errors (e.g. “hammre” instead of “hammer”) and entry of non-alphabetic (e.g.
“hamm/er” instead of “hammer”) in otherwise correct responses. The dependent variable was the proportion of target solutions
correctly entered.

2.1.2.2. Operation span (Ospan). Participants solved a series of math operations while trying to remember a set of unrelated letters (F,
H, J, K, L, N, P, Q, R, S, T, Y). Participants were required to solve a math operation, and after solving the operation they were
presented with a letter for 1 s. Immediately after the letter was presented the next operation was presented. Three trials of each list-
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length (3–7) were presented, with the order of list-length varying randomly. At recall, letters from the current set were recalled in the
correct order by clicking on the appropriate letters (see Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, & Engle, 2005 for more details). Participants
received three sets (of list-length two) of practice. For all of the span measures, items were scored if the item was correct and in the
correct position. The score is the proportion of correct items in the correct position.

2.1.2.3. Reading span (Rspan). Participants were required to read sentences while trying to remember the same set of unrelated
letters as Ospan. For this task, participants read a sentence and determined whether the sentence made sense or not (e.g. “The
prosecutor’s dish was lost because it was not based on fact.”). Half of the sentences made sense while the other half did not. Nonsense
sentences were made by simply changing one word (e.g. “dish” from “case”) from an otherwise normal sentence. Participants were
required to read the sentence and to indicate whether it made sense or not. After participants gave their response they were presented
with a letter for 1 s. At recall, letters from the current set were recalled in the correct order by clicking on the appropriate letters.
There were three trials of each list-length with list-length ranging from 3 to 7. The same scoring procedure as Ospan was used.

2.1.2.4. Symmetry span (SymSpan). In this task participants were required to recall sequences of red squares within a matrix while
performing a symmetry-judgment task. In the symmetry-judgment task participants were shown an 8× 8 matrix with some squares
filled in black. Participants decided whether the design was symmetrical about its vertical axis. The pattern was symmetrical half of
the time. Immediately after determining whether the pattern was symmetrical, participants were presented with a 4× 4 matrix with
one of the cells filled in red for 650ms. At recall, participants recalled the sequence of red-square locations in the preceding displays,
in the order they appeared, by clicking on the cells of an empty matrix. There were three trials of each list-length with list-length
ranging from 2 to 5. The same scoring procedure as Ospan was used.

2.1.2.5. Working memory score. The working memory score was calculated as the factor score from a principal components analysis
of the three complex-span tasks.

2.1.3. Procedure
Participants first completed the WMC tasks. We informed participants that the experiment consisted of two distinct phases. In the

first phase, they would be shown a word for five seconds, after which they would write a sentence that must include the word they
were just shown. In addition, we instructed participants to vary their sentences (i.e., to not write “THE KANGAROO WAS HOPPY”
and for a subsequent sentence write “THE KEYBOARD WAS HOPPY”) with the express purpose to aid the depth of processing of
targets during the preexposure phase. Participants generated sentences for thirty randomly selected targets from the list of sixty
solution words from the CRAT problems used in the second phase. Preexposure is a within-subjects manipulation, such that, everyone
gets an equal number of preexposed and unexposed problems, but which problems are preexposed is random. Prior to the second
phase we provided participants with two examples of CRAT problems before attempting the sixty test problems, of which thirty were
preexposed and thirty were not preexposed (henceforth called Unexposed). First, they were shown a completed problem (i.e. shown
the cues, “FOUNTAIN, POP, BAKING”, and solution, “SODA”), then an incomplete problem (i.e. only shown cues; “BACK, STEP,
SCREEN”). After a short period, the researcher would ask the participant for a potential solution to the incomplete problem. The
researcher would confirm/inform them of the correct solution (“DOOR”), emphasize that solutions could be at the beginning or end
of the cue words, and remind them of the thirty-second-time limit for each problem. For each problem the participant was allowed a
single response that they typed. Possible solutions could be typed in and altered prior to submission. Responses could be entered
before the end of the thirty-second-time limit, and entering a solution would cause the next CRAT problem to immediately appear. No
feedback was provided regarding the participant’s accuracy.

3. Results

Descriptive statistics for behavioral data can be found in Table 1. We sought to determine whether preexposing CRAT solutions
attenuated the relation between WMC and CRAT accuracy. Correlations for all tasks can be found in Table 2. Within our data, we find
a significant correlation between WMC and Preexposed solution rates, r (183) = .288, p < .001, as well as, Unexposed solution
rates, r (183) = .288, p < .001. Replicating prior studies, WMC tasks were all significantly correlated with each other and high WMC
participants solved more problems correctly than low WMC individuals.

Table 1
Descriptive statistics for the Operation Span, Symmetry Span, Reading Span, Working Memory Capacity (WMC) factor score, and Proportion of
Preexposed & Unexposed Compound Remote Associates Accurately Solved.

Min. Max. Mean Std. Dev. Skew Kurt Cronbach’s α

Operation Span 13.000 50.000 37.798 7.359 −.766 .509 .690
Symmetry Span 5.000 28.000 19.814 4.752 −.693 .172 .535
Reading Span 7.000 50.000 34.809 8.893 −.804 .419 .737
WMC −3.109 1.846 0.000 1.000 −.825 .517 –
Preexposed 0.000 .633 .260 .123 .293 −.207 –
Unexposed 0.000 .600 .234 .119 .235 −.264 –
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We then conducted a generalized linear model to test whether WMC moderated the effect of preexposure on CRAT accuracy, and
while the effect size of preexposure is small there remains the ability to still detect a moderation effect. Essentially, this would be
tantamount to finding an interaction in the absence of any main effects in a regression model with multiple predictors. There was a
significant main effect of preexposure, F (1,181) = 11.923, p < .001, MSE= .006, ηp

2= .062, a main effect of WMC, F (1,181) =
20.517, p < .001, MSE= .022, ηp

2= .102, and no interaction between preexposure and WMC, F (1,181) = .030, p= .863,
MSE= .006, ηp

2= .000 (see Fig. 1a–d). The lack of a significant interaction indicates that while WMC is related to solution rates for
CRAT problems, with high WMC individuals correctly solving more problems than low WMC individuals, WMC does not moderate
the effect of preexposure on CRAT accuracy.

3.1. Discussion

Preexposing participants to future CRAT solutions led to improved performance for those problems. However, preexposure did
not attenuate performance differences between low and high WMC individuals as was predicted from a semantic search facilitation
account of individual differences in CRAT problem solving. It is important to note that the target exposure design led to a small
difference between the number of Preexposed and Unexposed problems solved. In Experiment 1 the preexopsure manipulation

Table 2
Correlations between Operation Span (Ospan), Symmetry Span (SymSpan), Reading Span (Rspan), Working Memory Capacity (WMC) factor score,
Preexposed (Preexpo) & Unexposed (Unexpo) Compound Remote Associates.

Ospan SymSpan Rspan WMC Preexpo Unexpo

Operation Span 1
Symmetry Span .301** 1
Reading Span .365** .332** 1
WMC .746** .720** .768** 1
Preexposed .087 .256** .300** .288** 1
Unexposed .130 .219** .293** .288** .628** 1

** p < .01.

Fig. 1. The scatterplots show performance on the compound remote associates task (CRAT) in relation to working memory capacity (WMC). Gold
data points represent low WMC individuals who scored in the first/lowest quartile of WMC scores. Red data points represent individuals in the
fourth/upper quartile of WMC scores. Black data points are for the second and third quartiles of WMC scores. (A) Unexposed CRAT accuracy in
relation to each individual’s WMC. (B) Preexposed CRAT accuracy in relation to each individual’s WMC. (C) A difference score of Preexposed CRAT
accuracy minus Unexposed CRAT accuracy in relation to each individual’s WMC. (D) Mean proportions of Preexposed and Unexposed CRAT
accuracies (standard error bars) for participants in the lower and upper quartiles of the WMC distribution. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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provided only target information to the participants and the target was always truthful (i.e., a correct answer). It is possible that the
relative association between the target information, provided at preexposure, and the cues that should activate the target was not
activated. Therefore, in Experiment 2 we aimed to replicate and extend the current findings in several ways. First, we developed a cue
– target preexposure paradigm that we believed would have a stronger effect. This updated paradigm should theoretically elicit
stronger associative activation between the cues and targets. With the cue – target exposure paradigm we could fully manipulate the
validity of the target in the preexposure, such that the cue, in the cue – target pair, are from the subsequent items, but the associated
target was either a True or False target. Specifically, True preexposure should facilitate problem solving, while False preexposure
should cause interference. This manipulation leads to three possible outcomes. First, performance differences between low and high
WMC individuals may be similarly influenced by True and False cue – target exposure replicating Experiment 1. Second, low WMC
participants’ problem solving ability may be helped more by True cue-target exposure and hurt more by False cue – target exposure.
Finally, high WMC participants’ problem solving ability may be helped more by True cue-target exposure and hurt more by False cue
– target preexposure.

4. Experiment 2

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants and design
Two hundred and seventeen participants were recruited from the Arizona State University participant pool. Two participants were

removed from data analysis, one for failing to follow instructions and the other for a corrupt data file. Of the remaining two hundred
and fifteen participants, all were native English speakers and they received course credit for their participation. Participants were
tested in group laboratory sessions lasting approximately two hours. Participants completed the three working memory tasks then
then the cue – target preexposure task followed by the CRAT.

4.1.2. Materials
4.1.2.1. Compound remote associate test. All fifty-four of the CRAT problems were selected from the 144 problems Bowden and Jung-
Beeman (2003a,b) normed (Appendix A). In order to have an equal number of preexposed problems for True and False preexposure,
we reduced the item set from Experiment 1 to 54 items (18 True exposure, 18 False exposure, and 18 Unexposed problems).
Moreover, of the 18 False cue – target preexposed problems we created potential false targets for each cue word and participants were
randomly exposed to only one cue – target pair for each problem. In addition to the reduction in the number of problems to facilitate
the change in the preexposure manipulation, the careful reader will also note in the Appendix that we also replaced some of the
problems from Experiment 1. Replacement was necessary to eliminate any cue and target overlap between problems because realistic
false targets that we generated for cue words in our stimulus set often occurred as cue or target words in other problems. Thus, these
problems were removed to ensure no overlapping information was presented to participants between problems or conditions.
Problems were selected if they had normed solution rates between 20 and 80%, within a 30-second time limit, to help counter any
potential floor/ceiling effects. Additionally, problems were also chosen on the basis that they did not have shared cues with other
problems or a solution that was also a cue for another problem. The dependent variable was the proportion of target solutions
correctly entered. Participant responses were evaluated and rescored to account for obvious spelling errors (e.g. “hammre” instead of
“hammer”) and entry of non-alphabetic (e.g. “hamm/er” instead of “hammer”) in otherwise correct responses. The dependent
variable was the proportion of target solutions correctly entered.

4.1.2.2. Working memory tasks and scoring. The same working memory tasks, measures, and scoring procedure was used as in
Experiment 1. Working memory scores were calculated as the factor score from a principal components analysis of the three complex-
span tasks.

4.1.3. Procedure
Participants first completed the WMC tasks. Participants were then preexposed using a cue – target preexposure method. In this

method, participants were shown two words which they rated on a five point Likert scale with 1 being rarely seen together and 5
being seen together often. One of the words was a randomly selected cue from three possible cues for each CRAT problem, and the
target word was either a correct or cue-matched incorrect solution (see the Appendix for complete list of problems). From the total
item set (54), an equal number of problems (18) were presented using the three preexposure types (True, False, and Unexposed). In
total 36 problems were preexposed and of those 36, one-third (12) used the first cue, one-third (12) used the second cue, and one-
third (12) used the third cue for the cue in the cue – target pair. A True preexposure trial consisted of a cue – target pair where the
target was the correct solution to that CRAT problem. A False preexposure trial consisted of a cue – target pair where the target was a
cue-matched incorrect target for that CRAT problem. A False target was semantically related to that specific cue but ultimately an
incorrect target. See Experiment 1 for a description of an Unexposed problem.

5. Results

Descriptive statistics for behavioral data can be found in Table 3. We sought to determine whether preexposing CRAT solutions
attenuated the relation between WMC and CRAT accuracy. Correlations for all measures can be found in Table 4. Within our data, we
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Table 3
Descriptive statistics for the Operation Span, Symmetry Span, Reading Span, Working Memory Capacity (WMC) factor score, and Proportions of
True, False, & Unexposed Compound Remote Associates Accurately Solved.

Min. Max. Mean Std. Dev. Skew Kurt Cronbach’s α

Operation Span 11.000 50.000 36.814 8.241 −.638 .124 .671
Symmetry Span 5.000 28.000 19.656 4.760 −.397 −.146 .542
Reading Span 5.000 50.000 34.353 9.333 −.665 −.023 .744
WMC −3.464 1.888 0.000 1.000 −.618 .243 –
True Expo 0.000 .944 .442 .193 .144 −.662 –
False Expo 0.000 .500 .231 .117 .142 −.671 –
Unexposed 0.000 .611 .256 .132 .298 −.410 –

Table 4
Correlations between Operation Span (Ospan), Symmetry Span (SymSpan), Reading Span (Rspan), Working Memory Capacity (WMC) factor score,
True Exposed (True Expo), False Exposed (False Expo) & Unexposed (Unexpo) Compound Remote Associates.

Ospan SymSpan Rspan WMC True False Unexpo

Operation Span 1
Symmetry Span .256** 1
Reading Span .608** .233** 1
WMC .863** .541** .850** 1
True Expo .366** .105 .398** .404** 1
False Expo .254** .106 .299** .302** .397** 1
Unexposed .208** .127 .302** .287** .513** .390** 1

** p < .01.

Fig. 2. The scatterplots show performance on the compound remote associates test (CRAT) in relation to working memory capacity (WMC). Gold
data points represent low WMC individuals who scored in the first/lowest quartile of WMC scores. Red data points represent individuals in the
fourth/upper quartile of WMC scores. Black data points are for the second and third quartile of WMC scores. (A) True exposed CRAT accuracy in
relation to each individual’s WMC. (B) exposed CRAT accuracy in relation to that individual’s WMC. (C) Unexposed CRAT accuracy in relation to
that individuals WMC. (D) Mean proportions of True, False, and Unexposed CRAT accuracy (standard error bars) for participants in the lower and
upper quartiles of the WMC distribution. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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found a significant correlation between WMC and True preexposed solution rates, r (215) = .404, p < .001, False preexposed
solution rates, r (215) = .302, p < .001, and Unexposed solution rates, r (215) = .287, p < .001. Replicating Experiment 1 and
prior studies, high WMC participants solved more problems correctly than low WMC participants.

We conducted a generalized linear model to test whether WMC moderated the effect of preexposure on the CRAT. There was a
significant main effect of preexposure, F (1,213) = 273.02, p < .001, MSE= .014, ηp

2= .562, a main effect of WMC, F (1,213) =
47.879, p < .001, MSE= .034, ηp

2= .184, and significant interaction between preexposure and WMC, F (1,213) = 12.704,
p < .001, MSE= .014, ηp

2= .056 (see Fig. 2a–d)1. High WMC participants correctly solved more problems than low WMC partici-
pants on all three problem types. The significant interaction indicated a moderation effect of WMC on the impact of exposure on
CRAT performance.

To better understand this interaction between exposure and WMC, two separate generalized linear models between only two
conditions at a time (True versus Unexposed and False versus Unexposed) with WMC as the predictor were conducted. First, the
model for True versus Unexposed conditions indicated a main effect of preexposure, F (1,213) = 273.022, p < .001, MSE= .014,
ηp

2= .562, a main effect of WMC, F (1,213) = 42.417, p < .001, MSE= .034, ηp
2= .166, and a significant interaction, F (1,213) =

12.704, p < .001, MSE= .014, ηp
2= .056. Second, the model for False versus Unexposed indicated a main effect of preexposure, F

(1,213) = 7.047, p < .01, MSE= .010, ηp
2= .032, a main effect of WMC, F (1,213) = 30.156, p < .001, MSE= .019, ηp

2= .124, and
no significant interaction, F (1,213) = .079, p= .778, MSE= .010, ηp

2= .000. While this effect was not significant, there was a
numerical trend for the false exposure to hurt high WMC participants more than low WMC participants. Taken together, these two
analyses suggest that true exposure helped high WMC participants more than low WMC participants whereas false exposure had no
statistically differential effect.

5.1. Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 provide further evidence that exposure to CRAT solutions influences problem solving ability. Correct
cue-target preexposure facilitated performance whereas incorrect cue-target preexposure hurt performance. As expected, the cue –
target preexposure manipulation was much stronger than the sentence preexposure paradigm used in Experiment 1. Replicating
Experiment 1, WMC was positively correlated with the number CRAT problems solved correctly for all three preexposure types.
Finally, there was a significant interaction between correct cue-target preexposure and WMC on CRAT problem solving. This effect
was driven by high WMC participants exhibiting a larger effect of True cue-target preexposure when compared with the performance
of low WMC participants.

6. General discussion

The primary goal of this study was to determine whether solution preexposure in multiply-constrained problem solving would
attenuate the need for WMC in problem solving as was predicted from a semantic search facilitation account of individual differences
in problem solving. Based upon previous research we hypothesized that by preexposing low and high spans with solutions we would
find that low WMC participants would show a greater performance gain from having solutions preexposed than the high WMC
participants. While individual differences in WMC correlated with CRAT problem solving, we were unable to provide support for the
hypothesis that differences between low and high WMC participants were due to individual differences in accessibility of solutions
from semantic memory search. When only targets were preexposed in Experiment 1 this manipulation similarly influenced low and
high WMC participants. When cue-target pairs were preexposed in Experiment 2 this manipulation facilitated problem solving more
so for high WMC participants.

The results of our study provide further evidence that solution rates for CRAT problems can be influenced by several factors. In the
current study, the preexposure manipulation was similar in nature to prior studies and likely influence CRAT performance in a similar
manner. One advancement in understanding preexposure effects from the current study can be found by comparing across
Experiments 1 and 2. Specifically, preexposure to cue-target information enhances problem solving much more than preexposure to
only target information. Future research may be concerned with specifying the underlying associative mechanisms that are im-
plemented to support generation of plausible solutions in CRAT and how these are influenced by prior exposure to cue, target, and
cue – target information.

In Experiments 1 and 2, we report evidence that WMC was positively related to multiply-constrained problem solving (i.e.,
individuals with higher WMC correctly solved more CRAT problems than individuals with lower WMC). These results are consistent
with prior empirical (Lee & Therriault, 2013) and theoretical (Wiley & Jarosz, 2012) accounts of working memory demands inherent
in problem solving, and seems most likely when problem solving progress is proceeding due to analytical methods. Two theoretical
accounts for this relation have been suggested. The semantic search account presented in the current work suggests that the relation
between WMC and CRAT problem solving reflects overlap in memory search processes inherent in these tasks (Smith et al., 2013).
The attention control view suggests that the relation between WMC and CRAT problem solving reflects overlap in attention control
demands inherent in these tasks (Wiley & Jarosz, 2012). The current work was conducted to provide evidence for the semantic search

1 Participants completed a post-experimental questionnaire that included a question pertaining to being aware of the manipulation. We reconducted this analyses
with recognizing the manipulation as a covariate and the interaction remained significant, F (1,212) = 9.879, p< .01, MSE = 012, ηp

2= .045.
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account of the relation between WMC and CRAT problem solving but overall the results were inconsistent with this view, but
consistent with the findings of Smith, et al. (2012).

In Experiment 1 we attempted to attenuate performance differences between low and high WMC individuals by only pre-exposing
targets to subsequent CRAT problems. The effect of target preexposure was significant but failed to attenuate group differences
contrary to what was predicted from a semantic search perspective on individual differences in WMC and CRAT problem solving.
Specifically, if low WMC individuals were solving fewer problems due to semantic search deficits then preexposure to targets should
have facilitated their problem solving ability by making target information more accessible in semantic memory. However, pre-
exposing CRAT solutions aided both groups to a similar degree.

The results from Experiment 2 conceptually replicated the results from Experiment 1 such that True preexposed problems were
solved more often than Unexposed and Falsely preexposed problems. The magnitude of this effect was larger for the cue – target
(Experiment 2) manipulation than the target only manipulation (Experiment 1). WMC was correlated with the proportion of pro-
blems solved correctly, and again, we failed to attenuate performance between low WMC and high WMC participants as was pre-
dicted by a semantic search perspective on individual differences in WMC and CRAT problem solving. The True preexposure ma-
nipulation helped both low and high WMC participants but the effect was larger for high WMC participants. These findings again fail
to provide support for the semantic search perspective.

One possible explanation for this pattern of results is that prepotent responses served as a source of interference in CRAT problem
solving (Gupta et al., 2012). Storm & Angello (2010) reported correlations between individuals' retrieval-induced forgetting effects
and their performance on the CRAT problems. These findings suggest that it is the ability to reject or suppress prepotent responses
that first come to mind as a potentially important aspect of CRAT performance. In the current study, one possibility is that by
preexposing target or cue – target information we changed the degree to which participants needed to suppress pre-potent responses.
Specifically, in Experiment 1 this preexposure to target-only information facilitated CRAT performance but did so equally for both
low and high WMC participants. In Experiment 2 we utilized a False cue – target preexposure and this hindered CRAT performance
but did so equally for both low and high WMC participants. Importantly, WMC was only related to significant performance changes
for True cue-target preexposure in Experiment 2 suggesting partial evidence for the idea that attention processes associated with
WMC are needed for engaging with useful previously encountered information that comes to mind while problem solving. Future
research should better examine individual differences in WMC, retrieval-induced forgetting, and CRAT problem solving under
conditions of true versus false preexposure to get a better handle on the underlying mechanisms of engagement versus disengagement
with relevant and irrelevant information during problem solving (for a theoretical review see Shipstead, Harrison, & Engle, 2016).

When an individual solves a CRAT problem the strategy used to arrive at the solution lies somewhere on a continuum between
purely analytical or purely insightful modes of recovering potential solutions. These strategies may involve different neurobiological
networks (Bowden & Jung-Beeman, 2003a; Kounios & Beeman, 2014). Moreover, in individual differences studies Chein & Weisberg
(2014) and Chuderski & Jastrzebski (2018) have reported that WMC is related to insightfully retrieved solutions which seems
counterintuitive. In our experiments preexposure may have caused individuals to employ different strategies during problem solving.
McNamara & Scott (2001) found that individuals who are more strategic perform better on WM tasks. It stands to reason that if they
are more strategic in one set of tasks then they may attempt to use similar strategies in another set of tasks. The use of strategy in a
multiply-constrained problem implies a more analytical approach. It could be that the high WMC participants in our experiments
were employing different or more effective strategies than low WMC participants. Strategy usage was not evaluated in our experi-
ments so we cannot make any empirical claims about the impact of preexposure on strategy selection or usage, and this missing
component of our experiment is an important future direction.

To conclude, WMC processes and individual differences in working memory are important factors in multiply-constrained pro-
blem solving. However, the relation between WMC and CRAT problem solving remains unclear. While the current study highlights
the role of target accessibility in CRAT problem solving, the fact that this dimension does not appear to be the source of differences in
problem solving ability between low and high WMC participants leads to important future directions. First, why do individual
differences in WMC correlate with multiply-constrained problem solving? What are the underlying mediators of this relation? In the
current study, we experimentally manipulated the accessibility of semantic content by preexposing targets but did not find support
for the hypothesis that individual differences in working memory are predictive or multiply-constrained problem solving because of
semantic search processes (Lee & Therriault, 2013). However, unlike Lee & Therriault, we did not measure verbal abilities which may
also play an important role in the relation between WMC and CRAT along with attention control and other possible factors (Wiley &
Jarosz, 2012). Future research should more fully account for the various dimensions of individual differences in WMC in relation to
multiply-constrained problem solving to better account for the true mediators of the relation. This type of work will lead to a more
enriched theoretical understanding of multiply-constrained problem solving. Additionally, understanding individual differences in
multiply-constrained problem solving will allow us to improve problem solving skills across this ability range and is therefore an
important applied goal for researchers in this domain.
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Appendix A

A.1. Experiment 1 compound remote associate problems

Cues Solution

show / life / row boat
flake / mobile / cone snow
river / note / account bank
safety / cushion / pin point
fish / mine / rush gold
cadet / capsule / ship space
hound / pressure / shot blood
sage / paint / hair brush
french / car / shoe horn
sense / courtesy / place common
flower / friend / scout girl
peach / arm / tar pit
cottage / brick / cake cheese
fox / man / peep hole
main / sweeper / light street
pike / coat / signal turn
way / board / sleep walk
opera / hand / dish soap
shine / beam / struck moon
keg / puff / room powder
eight / skate / stick figure
carpet / alert / ink red
wet / law / business suit
hammer / gear / hunter head
horse / human / drag race
boot / summer / ground camp
down / question / check mark
cat / number / phone call
type / ghost / screen writer
palm / shoe / house tree
mill / tooth / dust saw
wagon / break / radio station
master / toss / finger ring
fly / clip / wall paper
animal / back / rat pack
iron / shovel / engine steam
piece / mind / dating game
cross / rain / tie bow
catcher / food / hot dog
bottom / curve / hop bell
tomato / bomb / picker cherry
pie / luck / belly pot
chamber / mask / natural gas
age / mile / sand stone
health / take / less care
officer / cash / larceny petty
time / blown / nelson full
test / runner / map road
teeth / arrest / start false
hold / print / stool foot
oil / bar / tuna salad
tank / hill / secret top
marshal / child / piano grand
tail / water / flood gate
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pine / crab / sauce apple
off / military / first base
cut / cream / war cold
shock / shave / taste after
force / line / mail air
baby / spring / cap shower

A.2. Experiment 2 compound remote associate problems

Cues Solution False solution

show / life / row boat picture / sentence / death
fish / mine / rush gold betta / craft / order
cadet / capsule / ship space police / pill / battle
hound / pressure / shot blood basset / maximum / missed
sage / paint / hair brush advice / lead / matted
sense / courtesy / place common sixth / service / second
flower / friend / scout girl garden / boy / sniper
peach / arm / tar pit im / lock / black
cottage / brick / cake cheese idyllic / cement / beef
fox / man / peep hole trot / primitive / chick
main / sweeper / light street line / carpet / glow
pike / coat / signal turn point / rack / mixed
way / board / sleep walk wrong / long / rem
opera / hand / dish soap singer / ball / deep
shine / beam / struck moon sun / pole / star
keg / puff / room powder beer / short / dressing
eight / skate / stick figure teen / ice / match
carpet / alert / ink red bomb / high / blot
wet / law / business suit dripping / civil / legitimate
hammer / gear / hunter head sledge / mountain / bounty
horse / human / drag race carriage / anatomy / out
boot / summer / ground camp heel / school / sacred
down / question / check mark draft / good / book
cat / number / phone call nip / decimal / cell
type / ghost / screen writer geno / buster / door
palm / shoe / house tree frond / gum / rental
mill / tooth / dust saw grain / chipped / mop
wagon / break / radio station wheel / fast / dial
master / toss / finger ring class / up / middle
fly / clip / wall paper trap / art / chest
animal / back / rat pack rabid / flip / lab
iron / shovel / engine steam wrought / snow / diesel
piece / mind / dating game chess / control / speed
cross / rain / tie bow train / heavy / zip
catcher / food / hot dog mitt / truck / tea
bottom / curve / hop bell rock / left / bunny
tomato / bomb / picker cherry juice / atom / nose
pie / luck / belly pot pecan / dumb / rub
chamber / mask / natural gas orchestra / clown / all
age / mile / sand stone old / square / quick
health / take / less care poor / away / wit
test / runner / map road practice / front / legend
teeth / arrest / start false baby / warrant / fresh
hold / print / stool foot tight / advertising / softener
oil / bar / tuna salad shale / exam / canned
tank / hill / secret top shell / crest / dark
marshal / child / piano grand fire / step / key
tail / water / flood gate whip / bottle / lamp
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pine / crab / sauce apple cone / claw / pan
off / military / first base sound / maneuver / born
cut / cream / war cold prime / whipped / fare
shock / shave / taste after wave / close / sour
force / line / mail air open / tow / clerk
baby / spring / cap shower carrot / semester / skull

Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.concog.2018.04.
008.
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